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ABSTRACT
Microbiologic reduction of synthetic and geologic Fe31 oxides associated with four Pleistocene-age, Atlantic coastal plain sediments was investigated using a dissimilatory Fe
reducing bacterium (Shewanella putrefaciens, strain CN32) in bicarbonate buffer. Experiments investigated whether phosphate and anthraquinone-2, 6-disulfonate, (AQDS, a humic
acid analogue) influenced the extent of crystalline Fe31 oxide bioreduction and whether
crystalline Fe31 oxides in geologic materials are more or less reducible than comparable
synthetic phases. Anaerobic incubations (108 organisms/mL) were performed both with
and without PO4 and AQDS that functions as an electron repository and shuttle. The
production of Fe21 (solid and aqueous) was followed with time, as was mineralogy by Xray diffraction. The synthetic oxides were reduced in a qualitative trend consistent with
their surface area and free energy: hydrous ferric oxide (HFO).goethite.hematite. Bacterial reduction of the crystalline oxides was incomplete in spite of excess electron donor.
Biogenic formation of vivianite [Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O] and siderite (FeCO3) was observed; the
conditions of their formation was consistent with their solubility. The geologic Fe31 oxides
showed a large range in reducibility, approaching 100% in some materials. The natural
oxides were equally or more reducible than their synthetic counterparts, in spite of association with non-reducible mineral phases (e.g., kaolinite). The reducibility of the synthetic
and geologic oxides was weakly effected by PO4, but was accelerated by AQDS. CN32
produced the hydroquinone form of AQDS (AHDS), that, in turn, had thermodynamic
power to reduce the Fe31 oxides. As a chemical reductant, it could reach physical regions
of the oxide not accessible by the organism. Electron microscopy showed that crystallite
size was not the primary factor that caused differences in reducibility between natural and
synthetic crystalline Fe31 oxide phases. Crystalline disorder and microheterogeneities may
be more important.

INTRODUCTION
Dissimilatory metal reducing bacteria (DMRB) are an
important group of microorganisms that reduce metal oxides in geochemical environments. Under anoxic conditions, these organisms can use Fe31 [or Mn41] as electron
acceptors coupled to the oxidation of organic matter or
H2, and gain energy for maintenance and growth from
such reactions. Fe31 and Mn41 reduction is directly (enzymatically) linked to the electron transfer chain in
DMRB (Myers and Myers 1997). DMRB are common in
groundwaters and sediments (Coates et al. 1995; Fredrickson and Gorby 1996) and influence the aqueous geochemistry, surface chemistry, and mineralogy of these environments (Baedecker et al. 1992; Chapelle 1993;
Lovley et al. 1990; Chapelle and Lovley 1992). DMRB
also influence the Fe21 mineralization of geologic materials and sediments. The formation of siderite, magnetite,
and vivianite are generally attributed to the activity of
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DMRB (Mortimer et al. 1997; Postma 1981; Pye et al.
1990; Suess 1979) but little is known about the role of
the microorganisms in such mineralization and if their
contribution is direct or indirect.
Fe31 and Mn41 oxides are insoluble at the pH of most
natural waters and so differ from soluble, aqueous electron acceptors such as O2 and NO3 that are also used by
facultative DMRB. As a result of low solubility, direct
contact between the DMRB and the oxide surface is required for reduction to occur (Arnold et al. 1988; Lovley
et al. 1991; Myers and Nealson 1988). Whereas the total
aqueous concentration of a dissolved electron acceptor
may be utilized by a microorganism, more complex, but
unresolved relationships exist when the electron acceptor
is associated with a solid phase. Preliminary studies indicated that amorphic or poorly crystalline oxides were
the bioavailable Fe31 form in aquatic sediments (Lovley
and Phillips 1987; Phillips et al. 1993). It is now clear,
however, that amorphous, poorly crystalline, and crystalline Fe31 oxides are all available, to varying degrees, for
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